
Migration, multiple visa,  
RF entry and exit rules  

Foreign citizens who come to the RF to study are supposed to come on a study visa (common study 
visa) issued upon the invitation from Volgograd State Socio-Pedagogical University or the RF 
Ministry of Science and Higher Education. 
Within 1 working day after arrival at VSSPU foreign citizens are supposed to submit to the 
International Cooperation Department (VSSPU, main building, of. 03-38) the following documents 
for migration registration for the duration of one-entry visa:  
1. national passport and a copy (with the expiry date);  
2. visa and a copy;  
3. migration card and a copy (with a crossed border note);  
4. 2 matt photos (Зх4 cm).  
The foreign citizen can stay in the RF during the period of the visa. They should leave the RF once 
the visa or another temporary permit expires unless on the day of expiry they get a new visa.  
A foreign citizen prolongs his\her stay in the RF by getting a new multiple study visa for the period of 
maximum 1 year. Documents for a new multiple study visa should be submitted to the International 
Cooperation Department 50 days prior to the expiration of the current visa: 
1. Passport; 
2. 2 passport copies with the expiry date mentioned; 
3. Original and copy of one-entry or multiple visa; 
4. Original and copy of detachable section of the arrival notification form and a copy with FMS stamp 
of migration registration; 
5. Copy of the Contract for fee-paying students or copy of the referral of the Ministry of Science and 
Higher Education for budget paid students; 
6. Check of paid duty for multiple visa; 
7. 1 black-and-white or color matt photo (3х4 cm), full face; 
8. Original and 1 copy of the migration card; 
9. Copy of the dormitory room rent contract. 

We won’t be able to take your documents if any of them is missing or incorrect. 
 

Foreign citizens who continue studying at VSSPU, got a new multiple visa and stay in a dormitory are 
supposed to submit to the International Cooperation Department the documents for migration 
registration.  
NB!  
Foreign citizens who do not stay in dormitories should get migration registration for the period of the 
multiple visa validity at the place of their temporary stay at FMS territorial department of the rented 
premises (according to Federal Law 109-FZ of 18.07.2006 “On Migration Registration of foreign 
citizens and stateless persons in the RF”).  
NB!  
You can freely travel around the RF. Before you leave, inform the International Cooperation 
Department of your departure.  
After you come back to the RF you will have to go through primary migration registration procedure 
again (see the corresponding section).  
If you already have a multiple visa, every time you come to Russia (e.g.after holidays), you have to 
come to the International Cooperation Department within 1 working day after arrival and submit 
documents for migration registration for the period of the visa you have. 
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